British Escalate with a Hoax in Syria;
This Proproganda Could Lead to World War
April 9, 2018—London media and the Britishcreated "White Helmets" launched a crude new hoax
over the past 24 hours, a "chemical weapons attack on
a hospital in Douma," Syria, as war propanda aimed
at U.S. President Donald Trump. Though military intelligence experts saw through the hoax, and Russian
officials had predicted it precisely, today's British celebration was typified by the Sunday Telegraph headline, "Donald Trump Condemns Vladimir Putin after
Syria Chemical Attack Kills Dozens." At the same time
Reuters and BBC, which originated the flaming story,
acknowledged they had no evidence any chemical attack had taken place, except reports and (very dubious) videos sent by the jihadi group Jaish al-Islam and
the pro-terrorist "White Helmets."
Helga Zepp-LaRouche said this morning that this
new hoax, following immediately on the faltering British war propaganda against Russia over the Skripal
poisoning case, is extremely dangerous for the world
— but can be rejected.
She also noted that this propaganda is exactly in
line with the open rebellion being incited against President Trump's public order for an early U.S. completion
of military operations in Syria, as in the Washington
Post's lead editorial and Sunday front-page lead.
"Britain does not conduct one pre-war propaganda
operation [the Skripal poisoning claim] and then stop
when that falters and doesn't produce full confrontation," Zepp-LaRouche said. "No, it escalates the same
pre-war propaganda mobilization. If this is not immediately stopped it can have the greatest consequences,
including a final world war."
She pointed to the Russian Foreign Ministry's
warning: "Military intervention [i.e., a new NATO missile attack] under false &amp; fabricated pretexts in
Syria, where Russian servicemen stay at the request of
the legitimate government, is absolutely unacceptable

and may trigger the gravest consequences." And to Gen.
Evgeny Buzhinsky (ret.), now of the Russian Center for
Policy Studies (PIR Center), who on BBC accused Britain of lying, which could lead to "real war — the last
war in the history of mankind."
But also to American Defense Intelligence Agency
veteran Col. Pat Lang (ret.), who called these chemical
attack hoaxes "news feeds from the propaganda apparatus of the rebels, much of it supported financially by
the British government's foreign ministry, and delivered through MI6. What on Earth motivates the U.K. in
this devilment?"
Helga Zepp-LaRouche had just spoken April 7 to a
conference of the Schiller Institute and foreign press in
New York, where she placed the threat of a new crash
of the London-centered financial system squarely behind London's escalating war propaganda. "Why", she
asked, "is there a demonization of President Putin
coming from the same people who are also demonizing President Trump and President Xi Jinping? This is
the same foolishness which already led to the Second
World War and could easily trigger a Third World War.
... What is behind that is ... desperation because the
financial powers of the City of London and their Wall
Street collaborators see clearly that their system is failing...."
"Imagine," she said, "if we could mobilize the American people to exert pressure on President Trump ...
and he would accept the offer of Xi Jinping to cooperate
with the New Silk Road ... and also the European countries would eventually recognize — most of them are
doing it already — but even the remaining ones would
recognize that the cooperation with Russia, with China
and the other nations who already have joined the Belt
and Road Initiative — that this would be much more in
their self-interest, than the present course of the British confrontation with Russia and with China."
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